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Epitaxial growth and electron doping of 12CaO �7Al2O3 (C12A7) and 12SrO �7Al2O3 (S12A7) are

reported. The C12A7 films were prepared on Y3Al5O12 (YAG) single-crystal substrates by pulsed laser

deposition at room temperature and subsequent thermal crystallization. X-ray diffraction patterns

revealed the films were grown epitaxially with the orientation relationship of (001)[100] C12A7 ||

(001)[100] YAG. For S12A7, pseudo-homoepitaxial growth was attained on the C12A7 epitaxial layer.

Upon electron doping, metallic conduction was achieved in the C12A7 film and the S12A7/C12A7

double-layered films. Analyses of optical absorption spectra for the S12A7/C12A7 films provided the

densities of free electrons in each layer separately. Hall measurements exhibited larger electron

mobility in the S12A7/C12A7 film than those in C12A7 and S12A7 films, suggesting free electrons

may be accumulated at the S12A7/C12A7 interface due presumably to a discontinuity of the cage

conduction bands.

& 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The 12CaO �7Al2O3 (C12A7) is used as a constituent of alumina
cement [1–7] and is a good electrical insulator due to its large
bandgap 46 eV [8]. Due to the large bandgap, it has been thought
that C12A7 may be used only as an electronically passive material.
In 2003, we found that C12A7 exhibits several active functional-
ities [9–11] by electron doping, which is achieved owing to its
unique crystal structure [12]. The crystal lattice of C12A7 belongs
to the cubic space group I-43d (No. 220). The unit cell has a lattice
parameter of 1.199 nm and the chemical unit of Ca24Al28O66,
which is composed of a positively charged lattice framework
expressed as [Ca24Al28O64]4 + , which involves twelve crystal-
lographic cages with an inner diameter of �0.4 nm, and two free
O2� ions accommodated in two cages out of the twelve cages.
Most of the functionalities derived from C12A7 are realized by
replacing the free O2� ions with active anion species such as O� ,
O�2 , H� , and electrons [9–11,13,14]. For instance, with an
incorporation of H� ions in the cages and illumination of
ultraviolet (UV) light, the insulating C12A7 is converted to a
persistent electronic semiconductor. The electrical conductivity is
ll rights reserved.
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induced by the generation of mobile electrons, which are released
from the H– ions. Further, high-density mobile electrons are
generated by removing the free O2� ions by several routes
[11,15,16] such as thermally annealing C12A7 with Ti metal at
�1100 1C. The electron-doped C12A7 (C12A7:e�) exhibits a low
work function of 2.4 eV [17] as well as an insulator-metal
transition [15] by increasing the electron concentration. More-
over, the maximum electron-doped C12A7 undergoes a super-
conducting transition at �0.2 K [18]. Such features make C12A7
very attractive as an electronic active material, and fabrication of
a high-quality film is crucial for developing its applications.

To systematically investigate the materials properties and to
extend potential applications, it is important to develop new
isostructural materials. However, probably due to the unusual
crystal structure, there has been no report of an isostructural
crystal except 12SrO �7Al2O3 (S12A7), whose syntheses were
reported by Yamaguchi et al. using a sol–gel method [19] and
Hayashi et al. using a solid-phase reaction [20]. S12A7 has a larger
lattice constant (a=1.233 nm) than that of C12A7 (a=1.199 nm),
and thus larger cages. Therefore, we expect that S12A7 may
accommodate larger active anions than C12A7 does, and the
uptake and release of the encaged anions would occur more
easily.

In previous studies, we have reported fabrication of poly-
crystalline thin films of C12A7 and S12A7 on MgO (001) single-
crystal substrates [21,22]. In this paper, we succeeded in growing
hetero-epitaxial thin films of C12A7 and S12A7. We chose
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Y3Al5O12 (YAG) as a substrate because the basic crystal structure
of C12A7 is similar to that of YAG except for the cage structure
and the free O2� ions and, therefore, the lattice mismatch is as
small as �0.1%. This paper also provides electron transport
properties in C12A7 and S12A7 measured on electron-doped
epitaxial films. The electron-doped films exhibited metallic
conduction both for C12A7 and S12A7 films when the electron
concentration exceeded 1�1021 cm�3. In a S12A7/C12A7 double-
layered film, an enhancement in the electron mobility was
observed, which may originate from structural improvement of
the S12A7 epitaxial layer due to the presence of C12A7 buffer
layer and/or electron accumulation at the S12A7/C12A7 interface.
2. Method

2.1. Film growth and electron doping

The epitaxial thin films of stoichiometric C12A7 were fabricated
on YAG (001) and (110) single-crystal substrates (Furuuchi Chemical
Corporation) by a combined method of pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
and post-deposition thermal crystallization. Amorphous C12A7
(a-C12A7) films were deposited at room temperature (RT) in a pure
O2 gas with a pressure of �2.3 Pa using an ArF excimer laser
(193 nm, 10 Hz, �3 Jcm�2) for the excitation source and a sintered
disk of stoichiometric C12A7 for the ablation target. Then, the
a-C12A7 films were subjected to post-deposition annealing at
1150 1C for 1 h in a wet O2 gas passed through a humidifier for
crystallization. For comparison, non-oriented polycrystalline C12A7
films were fabricated on MgO (001) single-crystal substrates and
subjected to crystallization at 1100 1C for 1 h in air [21].

For S12A7, we could not obtain an epitaxial film of S12A7 by
several methods including the above method and direct deposition at
high temperatures. Finally, we found that epitaxial S12A7 films were
grown pseudo-homoepitaxially on the epitaxial films of C12A7. The
a-S12A7 films were deposited using the PLD method at RT using an
ArF excimer laser and a target of a S12A7 green pellet, which was
obtained by a solid state reaction of g-Al2O3 with Sr(OH)2 �8H2O [20]
and a subsequent cold iso-static pressing. An O2 gas was introduced
to the PLD chamber at a partial pressure of �1�10�3 Pa during the
deposition. The a-S12A7 films were subjected to post-annealing
treatments for crystallization at 700–950 1C for 1 h in a wet O2 gas.
Note that the introduction of H2O or H2O-related species is the key
for obtaining the crystalline C12A7 and S12A7 phases as known in
previous reports on synthesis of bulk C12A7 [1] and S12A7 [20].
For example, Hayashi et al. [20] reports that the presence of
Sr-hydrogarnet precursors plays crucial roles in the formation of
S12A7, and, indeed, we could not obtain the crystalline S12A7 phase
by post-annealing a-S12A7 films in a dry O2 gas.

Unlikely conventional semiconductors, high-density mobile
electrons are doped to C12A7 by removing the free O2� ions as
reported in Ref. [11], which leaves electrons in the cages so as to
keep the charge neutrality of the crystal lattice. In this study, the
free O2� ions were removed by a reduction treatment reported in
Ref. [16], in which oxygen-deficient amorphous C12A7 layers
were deposited on the C12A7/S12A7 films at �750 1C for C12A7
and �650 1C for S12A7 in vacuum (o�10�4 Pa) in order to
extract the free O2� ions from the bottom films. The top
amorphous C12A7 layer was removed by mechanical polishing
before the electrical measurements.
2.2. Characterization

The film thicknesses were measured by grazing-angle
X-ray reflectivity spectroscopy (see Supplemental Figure S1 for
examples). Crystal structures of the films were identified by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) measurements with the Bragg–Brentano optics
configuration (Rigaku, RINT2500, CuKa). A high-resolution X-ray
diffraction (HR-XRD) (RIGAKU ATX-G, Cu Ka1) apparatus was also
used for determining crystallite orientations and for characteriz-
ing the film crystallinity. Out-of-plane (o-coupled 2y scan), in-
plane (f-coupled 2yw scan) HR-XRD patterns and reciprocal space
maps were measured at RT to determine epitaxial relationships
among the C12A7 film, the S12A7 film and the YAG substrate.
Optical transmission and reflection spectra from UV to near
infrared region (NIR) were measured at RT using a conventional
spectrophotometer (Hitachi U4000). The internal absorption
coefficients ai were evaluated using ai=� ln [T/(1�R)]/d, where
T is the measured transmittance, R the reflectance, and d the film
thickness. Electrical resistivity measurements were carried out
with a standard four-probe method at temperatures of 2–305 K
using a physical property measurement system (PPMS, Quantum
Design). Carrier concentrations were evaluated at RT from Hall
voltage measurements using a van der Pauw configuration [23].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure, optical and electrical properties of C12A7

epitaxial film

Figs. 1a and b show the out-of-plane HR-XRD patterns of the
as-crystallized (i.e., undoped) C12A7 thin film on YAG (001). Only
the sharp diffraction peaks assignable to the C12A7 00l and the
YAG 00l diffractions were observed as shown in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b
shows a magnified view around the diffraction at 29.61, which
show clear and separated peaks assigned to YAG 004 and C12A7
004 diffractions. Similar separated peaks are observed also for the
008 diffraction at 621. These results indicate that the C12A7 film is
selectively oriented along the /001S direction. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of a C12A7 004 rocking curve is as small
as �0.021 (72 arcsec) (inset), which is comparable to that of a
single-crystal grown by the Czochralski method (96 arcsec [24]).
Because the lattice parameters of C12A7 and YAG are very similar,
the in-plane diffraction peaks were not separately observed and
the in-plane orientation was not determined. Therefore, we
measured the reciprocal space map around the 408 diffractions
of YAG and C12A7 (Fig. 1c). Clear diffractions from the C12A7 film
and the YAG substrate are observed, and their f scan curves
(Fig. 1d) show that they have a four-fold symmetry corresponding
to the cubic symmetry of C12A7 and YAG crystals, indicating that
the film is oriented also in-plane. These results substantiate
that the film crystallizes hetero-epitaxially on the YAG (001)
substrate with the orientation relationship of (001)[100] C12A7 ||
(001)[100] YAG. The lattice parameters estimated from Fig. 1 are
a=1.201 nm and c=1.206 nm. It was also confirmed that (110)-
oriented C12A7 epitaxial films were crystallized on YAG (110)
surfaces by the same procedure, which had the same lattice
parameters within experimental distribution/errors (o0.001 nm
in lattice parameter).

Fig. 2a shows the optical absorption spectra of the C12A7 films
(the film thickness was �80 nm) before and after the electron
doping. The as-crystallized (i.e., undoped) C12A7 films were
electrically insulating and did not exhibit a peak structure in
the absorption spectra. After the electron doping, the C12A7
films became conductive with the RT resistivity (rRT) of
�1.2�10�3O cm, which simultaneously induced two absor-
ption bands in the NIR regiono1.5 eV and the visible region
around �2.7 eV. These are respectively assigned to free carrier
absorption (i.e., intraband transition) by the doped electrons and
interband transition of the doped electrons [25,26]. These
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Fig. 1. HR-XRD patterns of the as-crystallized C12A7 thin films on YAG (001) single-crystal substrate. (a) Out-of-plane pattern and (b) a magnified view around the 004

diffractions. Inset in (b) shows the out-of-plane rocking curve (o scan) of the C12A7 004 diffraction. (c) Reciprocal space map around the 408 diffractions, and (d) the f
scans of the 408 diffractions.
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observations substantiate that the reduction treatment by the
oxygen-deficient a-C12A7 layer actually generates mobile
electrons in the cages. Fig. 2b shows the temperature (T)
dependences of r of the C12A7:e� epitaxial and the non-
oriented polycrystalline films. The r value increases as T

increases, showing metallic conduction (i.e., the slopes dr/dT

are positive). The r was smaller and its slope was larger for the
epitaxial film than those of the non-oriented C12A7:e� film on
MgO (001). It implies that the carrier transport properties are
improved in the epitaxial film, which will further be discussed
below. Fig. 2c shows the temperature dependences of the electron
mobility (mH) and concentration (Ne,Hall) obtained from the Hall
measurements, where those for the non-oriented C12A7:e� film
are also shown for comparison. For the C12A7:e� epitaxial film,
the Ne,Hall value (�1.9�1021 cm�3) at RT is independent of
temperature while mH decreases from �11 to �3 cm2(Vs)�1 with
increasing T. Similar temperature dependences are observed also
for the non-oriented C12A7:e� film. The mH(T) follows a T�0.25

dependence for the non-oriented film while a T�0.65 dependence
is observed for the epitaxial film. The former T�1/4 dependence
implies that the electron transport would be controlled by
grain boundary potential barriers through a percolation
conduction [27,28]. On the other hand, the latter is close to a
T�1 dependence, which is interpreted as phonon scattering in a
metallic conductor. It suggests that the crystalline quality in the
epitaxial films is improved from that of the non-oriented
film. Fig. 2d shows the variation of Ne,Hall against the optical
absorption coefficient at 2.7 eV (ai2.7, i.e., at the peak energy of the
visible absorption in Fig. 2a) for the C12A7:e� films that exhibit
metallic conduction. It shows a good linear correlation,
supporting the previous result [26] that ai2.7 is directly asso-
ciated with the concentration of the mobile electrons (Ne). Also,
we have observed similar correlation between the concentration
of the encaged electrons obtained by ESR measurements and
ai2.7 for low conductive C12A7:e� [11], in which hopping
conduction governs the electron transport, without showing
definite Hall voltages. These results guarantee that Ne is
estimated from the ai2.7 value even for samples that do not give
definite Hall voltages and in which hopping conduction controls
the electron transport.
3.2. Effects of C12A7 epitaxial layer on epitaxial growth

of S12A7 film

Fig. 3a shows the out-of-plane XRD patterns of the as-
crystallized S12A7 films fabricated directly on a YAG (001)
substrate and on a C12A7 (001) epitaxial film on a YAG (001)
substrate. Several diffraction peaks arising from different planes
are observed for the film without a C12A7 epitaxial layer (upper
pattern), which indicates the film is non-oriented even when it
was crystallized on the single-crystalline YAG (001) substrate. On
the other hand, the film grown on the C12A7 epitaxial film (lower
pattern) exhibits 00l diffractions only, indicating the film grows
preferentially along the /00lS direction (c-axis). With increasing
the annealing temperature from 700 to 950 1C, the peak position
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Fig. 2. Optical and electrical properties of as-crystallized (undoped) and electron-doped C12A7 epitaxial thin films on YAG (001) single-crystal substrates. Those of non-

oriented polycrystalline C12A7 films are also shown in Figs. b and c for comparison. (a) Optical internal absorption spectra of the undoped and the electron-doped C12A7

epitaxial films at RT. (b) r–T curves in the temperature range of 2–305 K, and (c) temperature dependences of Ne,Hall and mH in the temperature range of 35–300 K.

(d) Relationship between the Ne,Hall at RT and the optical internal absorption coefficient ai at �2.7 eV.

Fig. 3. Out-of-plane XRD patterns of as-crystallized S12A7 films. (a) XRD patterns for S12A7/YAG (001) film (upper) and S12A7/C12A7/YAG (001) film (lower). The asterisks

indicate diffractions from the YAG substrate. (b) Annealing temperature dependence of the HR-XRD patterns of S12A7/C12A7 double-layered films.
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of the 004 diffraction shifted to larger angles and the lattice
parameter decreases for the S12A7 films on C12A7/YAG as shown
in Fig. 3b (detail will be discussed in the next section). It suggests
that a solid-phase reaction of S12A7 with the C12A7 layer
occurs and produces solid-solutions of S12A7 and C12A7 at the
higher temperatures. Therefore, we, hereafter, fixed the annealing
temperature at 750 1C for growing the S12A7 epitaxial films
on C12A7.
3.3. Structure, optical and electrical characterization of S12A7/

C12A7 double-layered film

Fig. 4a shows an out-of-plane HR-XRD pattern of the
S12A7/C12A7 film on a YAG substrate after the crystallization at
750 1C. It reveals the film is oriented along the c-axis. A magnified
view around the 004 diffraction (Fig. 4b) shows that the
diffraction peak is composed of three 004 diffractions assigned
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Fig. 4. HR-XRD patterns of as-crystallized S12A7/C12A7 film. (a) Out-of-plane pattern and (b) a magnified view around the 004 diffraction. (c) In-plane pattern. The inset

shows the f scan of the 400 diffraction. (d) Reciprocal space map around the 709 diffractions. Note that a very sharp and intense diffraction peak at Qx=0.585 Å�1,

Qz=�0.750 Å–1 is from a YAG substrate.
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to S12A7, S12A7, and YAG. A similar orientation relationship is
observed also in the in-plane HR-XRD pattern (Fig. 4c), in which
only the h00 diffractions are observed. Further, the f scan of the
S12A7 400 diffraction (inset) exhibits a four-fold symmetry
resulting from the cubic crystal lattice, which indicates that the
orientation relationship of the S12A7 film to the YAG substrate is
the same as that to the C12A7 film. To obtain further information
on the orientation relationship, a reciprocal space map of the
asymmetric (709) plane was measured (Fig. 4d). Two diffractions
arising from the S12A7 and C12A7 films are observed. Moreover,
the four-fold symmetry was also confirmed from the f scans of
these diffractions. These observations lead to the conclusion that
the S12A7 film is grown hetero-epitaxially on the C12A7/YAG
substrate with the orientation relationship of (001)[100] S12A7 ||
(001)[100] C12A7 || (001)[100] YAG. The lattice parameters, a and
c, of the S12A7 film, are respectively, estimated to be a=1.225 nm
and c=1.230 nm from the peak positions of the 800 and 008
diffractions, which correspond to �0.6% and �0.2% reduction
from the lattice parameters of bulk S12A7. The smaller a-axis
length indicates that the crystal lattice in the S12A7 film is locked
by that of the bottom C12A7 layer with the smaller lattice
parameter.

Fig. 5a shows the optical internal absorption spectra of the
as-crystallized (undoped) and electron-doped S12A7/C12A7
(S12A7:e�/C12A7:e�) films. Those of non-oriented S12A7:e�

(the dashed line) and the epitaxially-grown C12A7:e� films (the
dotted line) are also shown for comparison. The overall profile of
the absorption spectrum of the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film
resembled those of the non-oriented S12A7:e� and the
C12A7:e� epitaxial films. Two absorption bands are induced in
the NIR regiono�1.5 eV and the visible region around �2.5 eV as
a result of the electron doping. As stated above, these absorption
bands are associated with the intraband transition (in the NIR
region) and the interband transition (at �2.5 eV) of the mobile
electrons doped in the cages [25,26]. The peak position of the
�2.5 eV band is lower for S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� than that of the
C12A7:e� due likely to the larger cage size of S12A7 than that of
C12A7. It should be noticed that the optical spectrum of the
S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film should comprise those of S12A7:e� and
C12A7:e� , which is actually confirmed by the fact that the
spectrum shapes of the non-oriented S12A7:e� film, the
C12A7:e� epitaxial film, and the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� double-
layered film are systematically varied. It further indicates that
mobile electrons are doped both to the S12A7 layer and the C12A7
layer in the S12A7/C12A7 double-layered film.

We analyzed the electron concentrations (Ne) in the S12A7 and
the C12A7 layers separately from the absorption spectrum of the
S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film, aobs(hn). Because the S12A7:e� and
C12A7:e� layers are stacked in series, aobs(hn) is expressed by

aobsðhnÞ � ðdSþdCÞ ¼ ½aSðhnÞ � dSþaCðhnÞ � dC�; ð1Þ

where aS(hn) and aC(hn) are the absorption coefficients of
S12A7:e� and C12A7:e� , and dS and dC the thickness’ of the
S12A7:e� and C12A7:e� layers, respectively. Here, we took the
aS(hn) and aC(hn) spectra from those measured on the single-
layered non-oriented S12A7:e� film and C12A7:e� epitaxial film,
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Fig. 5. Optical absorption spectra of S12A7/C12A7 films. (a) Internal absorption spectra of undoped (as-crystallized) and electron-doped films. Those for the non-oriented

S12A7:e� (S12A7:e� film) and the C12A7:e� epitaxial films (C12A7:e� film) are also shown for comparison. (b) Experimental (solid line) and fitted (dashed line)

absorption spectra.

Fig. 6. Electrical resistivities of S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� double-layered film as a

function of temperature. Those for the non-oriented S12A7:e� and the C12A7:e�

epitaxial films are also shown for comparison.
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respectively, which are shown in Fig. 5a. Since the a values
at 2.7 eV is proportional to Ne as seen in Fig. 2d, Eq. (1) is re-
written as

aobsðhnÞ � ðdSþdCÞ ¼ ½Ne;SCSðhnÞ � dSþNe;CCCðhnÞ � dC�; ð2Þ

where Ne,S and Ne,C are the electron concentrations in the
S12A7:e� and C12A7:e� layers, and CS(hn) and CC(hn) are
the proportional constants defined by aC(hn)=CC(hn) �Ne,C and
aS(hn)=CS(hn) �Ne,S. The dS and dC, were respectively, estimated to
be 40.3 and 43.5 nm by grazing-angle X-ray reflectivity spectro-
scopy, and Ne,S and Ne,C were optimized by the least-squares
method so as to reproduce the 2.7 eV absorption band of the
aobs(hn) spectrum.

Fig. 5b shows that the calculated spectrum reproduces well
the observed absorption spectrum, which provided the fitted
values of Ne,S=1.4�1021 and Ne,C=0.47�1021 cm�3. This result,
the three times larger Ne,S than Ne,C, indicates that the reduction
treatment is more effective for the upper S12A7 layer and/or the
electrons doped in the C12A7 layer were transferred to the S12A7
layer, which we will discussed again later.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependences of r for the
S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film. Those of the non-oriented S12A7:e�

and C12A7:e� epitaxial films are also shown. The r value of the
double-layered film was 3.3�10�3O cm at RT, which is lower
than that of the non-oriented S12A7:e� film (�3.7�10–3O cm),
suggesting an improvement of the crystalline quality in the
epitaxial film compared to the non-oriented one. The S12A7:e�/
C12A7:e� double-layered film exhibits metallic type conduction
although the slope of the r–T curves (dr/dT) is small. This result
suggests that the critical Ne value for insulator-metal transition in
S12A7 is less than the Ne,S value of 1.4�1021 cm�3 and would
be similar to that for C12A7 (�1�1021 cm�3). Hall voltage
measurements revealed the apparent Hall mobility and sheet
carrier density of the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� double-layered film
were 1.9 cm2(Vs)�1 and 8.4�1015 cm�2, respectively. The sheet
carrier density is in good agreement with that estimated from
the value obtained by the optical analysis (Ne,SdS+Ne,CdC=
7.7�1015 cm�2), further supporting the validity of these analyses.

It should be noted that the r values of the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e�

double-layered film are one order of magnitude larger than those
of the C12A7:e� epitaxial film. It resulted largely from the smaller
Ne value (0.92�1021 cm�3 for the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film (the
average value) and 1.9�1021 cm�3 for the C12A7:e� epitaxial
film). Here, we like to point out that the observed apparent Hall
mobility of 1.9 cm2(Vs)�1 is not explained simply from the
Hall mobilities of S12A7:e� and C12A7:e� . Assuming a simple
additive property for the observed sheet conductance Sobs,

Sobs ¼ SS12A7þSC12A7 ð3Þ

is obtained, where SS12A7 and SC12A7 are the sheet conductances of
the S12A7:e� and C12A7:e� layers, respectively. Using the
mobilities and the sheet carrier densities obtained above, we
obtain the relation 5.6mS12A7+2.0mC12A7=1.9�7.7 S. If we employ
the observed values of mC12A7=1.06 cm2(Vs)�1, mS12A7=2.2
cm2(Vs)�1 is obtained. This value is doubly larger than that of
the non-oriented S12A7:e� film with a similar Ne of 1.4�1021

cm�3 (1.2 cm2(Vs)�1 [22]) and even larger than that of a
C12A7:e� bulk single-crystal (�1.4 cm2(Vs)�1, which is esti-
mated for the same Ne value) [15]. It would be explained by two
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models. A simpler model would be that the structural improve-
ment of the S12A7 epitaxial layer owing to the presence of the
C12A7 buffer layer resulted in a smaller carrier scattering. We,
however, consider that it alone cannot explain the mobility
enhancement because the obtained mobility is larger than that of
the C12A7:e� bulk single-crystal. The other model is that there is
a high mobility layer formed in the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film. It
would be possible that the electron transfer from the C12A7:e�

layer to the S12A7:e� layer occurs and forms an electron
accumulation layer at the interface. As discussed above, the
optical absorption analysis results provided the larger Ne in the
S12A7:e� layer, supporting this model. Such mobility enhance-
ment originating from a two-dimensional interface would be
interesting for realizing novel oxide electronic devices, which is
similar to ‘‘high-electron mobility transistor (HEMT)’’ in com-
pound semiconductor electronics [29,30].

4. Summary

Hetero-epitaxial crystallizations of C12A7 thin films are
demonstrated using the lattice-mached substrate, YAG single-
crystal, and the combined method of RT deposition by PLD and
post-crystallization at 1150 1C in moisture oxygen. Further,
pseudo-homoepitaxial growth of S12A7 films is also achieved
on the C12A7 (100) epitaxial films by a similar method. Electron
doping by the reduction treatment converted these films to
metallic conductors with r=�1.2�10–3O cm for the C12A7:e�

film and r=�3.3�10�3O cm for the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� film at
RT. Optical analyses and Hall measurements revealed that the
S12A7:e– layer has three times larger electron concentration than
that in the C12A7:e� layer and suggested that a high-mobility
layer is formed in the S12A7:e�/C12A7:e� double-layered film.
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